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Chairman Powell’s high-sounding words and the Sea of Green. 
  

A Friday Sea of Green 

 
  

A Sea of Green on Friday is the cheeriest possible way to end any week—and it’s been a while since we’ve 
had the chance to splash around in one, hasn’t it?  There’s Freeport leading the way today, about one 
week since it plunged to $32 (from $39 a week before) on the “China Slowing!  Copper Done For!” 
headlines which were popular just then. 
  
That was the happy, understandable part of this Outlook.  Now comes a warning:  we’re about to talk 
about the Federal Reserve Bank.  There’s no subject in the investment world more foggy and grim than 
the Fed.  That was true 44 years ago, when a young analyst’s career began; and it’s just as true today, 
when a much older analyst actually understands the Fed, pretty much—but finds peering through its fog 
just as grim as ever.  We’ll keep it short. 
  
The mob of speculators we call “the market” gave us this Green Friday as it celebrated Fed Chairman 
Powell’s remarks at a famous annual meeting for central bankers at Jackson Hole.  Let’s jump right into 
the fog.  Here are Mr. Powell’s “celebrated” remarks: 
  

“The timing and pace of the coming reduction in asset purchases will not be intended to 
carry a direct signal regarding the timing of interest rate liftoff, for which we have 
articulated a different and substantially more stringent test. We have said that we will 
continue to hold the target range for the federal funds rate at its current level until the 
economy reaches conditions consistent with maximum employment, and inflation has 
reached 2 percent and is on track to moderately exceed 2 percent for some time. We 
have much ground to cover to reach maximum employment, and time will tell whether 
we have reached 2 percent inflation on a sustainable basis.” 
  

We’ve learned many things in 44 years.  Here’s one thing: “Eminent people almost always talk in high-
sounding words—and the high-sounding words are very often a cloak for nonsense.”  Unfortunately 



Chairman Powell’s language, up there, is no exception—though we tipped our hat to “interest rate 
liftoff,” so down-to-earth and colorful it didn’t belong in the fog with the rest of the jargon.  
  
Here's Outlook’s translation of Mr. Powell’s meaning: 
  

“Many years ago Congress, in a (typical) act of political nonsense, changed the Fed’s 
mission from “price stability” to “price stability and full employment.”  Of course we’re a 
central bank:  we can do something about inflation since our whole function is to print 
the “right” amount of money; but “full employment” (whatever that actually means) 
depends on a host of things which we do not control.  Also, it’s quite possible for “price 
stability” and “full employment” to be a sharp choice, not an “arm in arm” pair.  But 
Congress thought its new law sounded good, so we’ve been stuck with it ever 
since:  having to pretend the economy’s job-creating strength dances to the Fed’s 
tune.  Lately, we’ve been saying that consistent 2% inflation is our “price stability” goal, 
and today we’re congratulating ourselves that we’ve achieved it.  But America’s still a 
good ways from “full employment,” so you all can count on us to keep interest rates low 
for a good while.”  

  
The ending part triggered the Sea of Green party.  Why?  Well, at bottom because the speculating mob 
has the impression that rising interest rates are death for stocks.  We’ve mentioned a couple of times at 
Outlook that gathering impressions is not the same as gathering facts and thinking about them.   The 
facts are not foggy at all, on that impression.  Rising interest rates and rising stock prices are downright 
common.  If the rates get too high, then rising rates can be poison for stocks.  That hasn’t happened 
often at all . . . and “too high” means something different for every different economic cycle.  
  
None of that matters for the gambling crowd.  Impressions matter, always.  “Rock-bottom interest rates 
= celebrate.  Rising interest rates = sell everything and run for the hills” will stay the governing 
impression until the facts show it’s wrong.  Those facts will show up, though clearly “not for a good 
while” if the Fed can help it.  But the facts that are showing up today, so clearly that the mob must face 
them, are saying that most U.S. companies are making a great deal of money and sitting on very 
reassuring piles of cash.  Those are the facts which actually let the Sea of Green happen today, no 
matter what Mr. Powell was going to say or not say.  We think a river of such facts is due to keep flowing 
by, over the next year and more, so we’ll be seeing quite a few more “Seas of Green.” 
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